THE ANTI-JESUIT MANDATE!
RECOGNIZING JESUITS!
In order for the agenda of the Jesuits (or those who work for Rome) to succeed, they have to make it a
high priority to make everyone believe that they cannot be detected, and that even if they are detected,
nothing can be done about them. In this article we are going to see that this is patently false.
It was near impossible to detect them some decades ago, for the principles governing our church were
much more secure. They had to behave well while infiltrating during those earlier days, for then it was
easy to notice when certain people were clearly out of line, and being out of line at such times meant
rather quick expulsion. The Jesuits brought in debate so that the principles governing our church can
become debated, unsure and fragile. But now Jesuits find it far more difficult to conceal who they are
because they realize first that their enemies (we) are confused, and that they have a short time span to
accomplish their mission. It is therefore far easier today to detect them. Just before and now after the
start of the new millenium, we notice people doing things in our faces within our church which would
have sent them back to Rome in a flash under punitive measures had they been accomplished as little as
30 years ago.
Yet the basic points that identify them as workers for the Vatican come from historical experience. The
Protestants during the Reformation had certain quarrels and problems with the Militia of the Vatican as
they were encountered on the long road to liberty. The main problems were as follows:
They were disrespectful of the testimony of the scriptures.
They were blasphemous.
They were unscrupulous.
Their rallying code was, "The End Justifies the Means."
They were despots.
On the first point, it was plainly known as it is known today that you cannot reason with a Jesuit with
the Scriptures. On the newsgroups, some honest Catholics even have boldly stated that no one can
convince them of what is right or wrong with the scriptures. The final authority is the church of Rome.
On this point within and without the Adventist Church, you will find people encouraging change among
us who are telling us that we should ignore and discard many passages of scripture. Among those we
must discard naturally, are those which talk about the Three Angels Messages, the Investigative
Judgment and the 2300 days.
They will create many websites attacking and condemning these Adventist doctrines. They will pick at
every point they can to give a false impression against Adventism. They will do all they can to prove that
Adventism has misinterpreted these scriptures. The problem is that they will not show Adventism which
is the correct way to interpret those messages in the book of Daniel. Often some of them were asked
what do they want then. They provided no interpretation to compensate for what they call our
unscriptural interpretation of the prophecies.
Their purpose is to make sure that we ignore and forget these scriptures totally, for they are telling us
that we exalt these things above the gospel. They have already told us that the solution to their quarrel
with us is that we join with the other churches in merely celebrating the salvation of Christ and give up
preaching about the prophecies which condemn their Pope.
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When it is brought to them that these prophetic scriptures were created by Christ Himself who took the
time and effort to appear before Daniel and John to give them, they ignore what you are saying entirely
and shout everywhere that Adventists think they are something uppity and big for straying outside of
the motion of the other churches in order to exalt something trivial above the Gospel. THIS IS
BLASPHEMY!
They are presuming to have the power to command people to ignore and discard the scriptures.
Historically, it was ONLY papists who had the power to do things like these and have no remorse nor
conscience. They were the ones who burned the scriptures, and therefore commanding people in a
secretive way to ignore scripture, is no big deal at all for them. The book of Revelation in chapter 22 tells
us that those who take away from that prophetic book are lost. These awesome words can never have
an effect on a Jesuit. He listens not to the words of the scriptures, but to his superiors at the Vatican.
To all those who do that--who tell us that Adventists interpret incorrectly--the question for them is,
what is the correct interpretation for the 2300 days according to the book of Daniel. They will shy away
from replacing the Adventist interpretation, for there is truly nothing like it. It is the only correct
interpretation. If they attempt to replace Adventist interpretation, the result will be stating that
Adventist interpretation confuses what God has made clear, yet they will put the crucial fulfillment of
the prophecies way in the past or in the future, and their interpretations will be far less clear than the
Adventist interpretation. This, of course, will not bother them a bit. They do not care what they have to
do in order to sway minds their way. The first lie can be found where they lament that the Adventist
Church does not allow free opinions within it just before they tell us what is truth, fact, clear, biblical
and scriptural after their own views. On this point everyone is to focus before they allow any of those
struggling to change our church to even state a single word to condemn Adventism.
To further show the fulfillment of the second point, we encountered many of them attacking Ellen
White. Before they did this, they told us that we must focus completely and totally upon Christ only,
then they followed with a barrage of posts focusing upon what they call are the crimes of Ellen White.
They were doing all in their power to put into our minds the idea that Ellen White wanted to exalt
herself as some prophet and all, when all she really did was to enrich herself financially and exalted
herself as some God. Most every posting they made attacked her continuously. They then claimed that
they had a right to be critical of her even though they themselves preached against being critical or
accusatorial. When you then reveal their inconsistencies right while they are posting, they will tell
everyone that you do not have a Christian spirit. The attack against Ellen White will then continue
fiercely.
Please do not forget that those who charged Ellen White with thinking she was some God, already
created for us the concept of "worship styles"--something that just can never be found in the bible! They
moved the entire church to function and submit under modes of worship CREATED BY THEM! They lied
to us by telling us that it was a matter of culture, when no culture in the world performed the things
they were pushing before 1980! Here they are now demanding that the church changes and that it
forget and discard major portions of scripture, yet they charge their own attributes back upon Ellen
White, telling us that she thought she was some God. The movements for change they are bringing in
are being forced upon us and therefore these people are taking upon themselves to do things even God
Himself would never do (for God doesn't force the will) yet they charge Ellen White with their attributes.
All of this, in fashioning worship for us and changing our system outside of our knowledge and/or
consent, is the most blatant blasphemy! Those who do this are Jesuits absolutely, definitely,
unquestionably! Only papists can accomplish such things. This is the historical fact! Read the writings of
the reformers and understand.
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Next point is that they are unscrupulous. They do not care what lie they have to tell. They do not care
who they have to kill. They do not care if they have to put poison in the water system of whole
communities in order to accomplish what was commanded of them. ONE OF THE SINGLE BIGGEST
INDICATORS OF A JESUIT IS THE FACT THAT HE WILL PUSH PRINCIPLES UPON HIS ENEMIES WHICH HE
HAS NO INTENTION TO KEEP. One example was already shown where it is a habit among them to tell us
that we must focus upon Christ only and alone ("CHRIST PLUS NOTHING!") and not be critical of others
just before they show us a great deal of research on the "crimes" of Ellen White. While possessing such
glaring inconsistencies, nothing will stop them from continuing the assault.
Their typical entrance is that they will call for an environment where all opinions must be allowed to be
brought into debate. When you see this principle being brought before your eyes and ears, you have
unmistakable evidence that the Jesuits are in action. This principle is only brought in for the purpose of
allowing their ideas in. Historically, many of the things now being debated were even forbidden to be
brought into discussion. In order to break that and allow their ideas in, they brought in the principle of
DIVERSITY. Their famous chant is that DIVERSITY IS THE SECRET OF OUR STRENGTH! In this statement,
they are not really lying. When they say that this principle is the secret of our strength, what you need
to look at is the true definition of the word "OUR." Does it mean they are part of a liberty-loving people?
or is that to refer to those who hate and are sent to destroy liberty?
Over and over again on forums they come in with the idea that all opinions must have equal weight,
every man must have the right to express his views anywhere, and no one is to be insulted nor opposed
for presenting his honest views. Those who say this will then start pushing the idea that the church must
change. What therefore happens to those who disagree with them? What happened when many
opposed the Celebration Movement?
If a Jesuit is opposed, he then insults the person who opposed him. He would often ignore the points
presented against his agenda if the points are too strong for him. After telling everyone that all kinds of
beliefs and views must be entertained and allowed, you would hear him make statements like, "I'm
sorry you feel that way!" or "I will pray that the Lord will change your heart" when someone effectively
opposes his views. He will then start telling everyone about "facts" that he knows and that we all must
accept. He will tell us what is biblical, scriptural, factual, clear, clearly, beyond the shadow of a doubt,
etc. He will continue to press and press and press the need for change. He will then accuse those who
oppose him of being intolerant, bigoted, communists and the like for not allowing all views to have
equal billing in the church. To oppose his mandate for change he portrays is to oppose having equal
rights for the exercise of differing views in the church. To give him equal billing however is to ultimately
grant him total domination of your church, for you are dealing with the Vatican Militia. WHEN WARNED
OVER AND OVER AGAIN OF HIS INCONSISTENT POSITION, HE MUST IGNORE, INSULT OR EVEN TEASE THE
EMPHASIS AGAINST YOU AND OFF OF THE POINT YOU HAVE BROUGHT, for these are the masters of
deception. This is SURE evidence that you are dealing with a Jesuit, for Christians cannot do such things,
and yet Jesuits CANNOT STOP doing such things. That has been our continuous experience on forums to
this very day.
Lastly and naturally is the fact that Jesuits are despots. That means that they are forceful. They not only
do not believe in the principles of liberty, but they hate them and are sent to destroy them through
infiltration and other tactics. They do not believe that our rights come from God. They believe that our
rights are given to us through the generosity of the church, or that state entity which is subservient to
their church. These principles are the same adopted by the Communists and Nazis, displaying the
indelible connection between these systems and Rome.
A classic example of this forcefulness being skillfully shaded is on this website:
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This weblink shows a discussion with a Jesuit who tries to tell us that the most Adventists can do is to
rehearse the gospel, and that we must give up all our "cleverly devised fables" such as the Investigative
Judgment, the Sabbath, the 666 Revelation interpretation, etc. When you get a chance, read it again and
notice the forcefulness and how he conceals the fact that he is not allowing anyone to differ with his
opinions. The person depicted here, like all other Jesuits attacking the church and society, has told all
that they should be allowed their opinions and that the church environment and everywhere should
have all kinds of differing opinions everywhere.
When the celebration movement hit the church, the Jesuits made us to believe that we must wait and
see the results of the movement, or we must try it first. The actual fact is that this is a virus movement,
for it was impossible for it to be tried detached from the church so that all can see its benefits. It was
not designed for a trial: it was designed to take over our church.
Once this "worship style" entered the church, it then presented Jesus, but it also made sure as much as
possible that our distinctive and prophetic doctrines were downplayed, ignored, and ultimately
destroyed. It then changed the churches ADMINISTRATIVELY, for part of its agenda was to make sure
that all those exposing their Papacy SHUT UP!! That is and was why that movement can never agree to
even brush the dust off of its feet and exist on its own on its own property. It cannot follow this directive
of Christ, for it centers upon power, deception and control. To this very day this attack is still very
strongly around. They must change the church administratively to forbid us preaching our message.
After time, true Adventists will be forced to break off. They then must use the denomination, being
taken over, in order to show the world that true Adventists are mere cult members who have broken off
from the mainstream which has decided to unite with Rome.
Under this point we can then ask ourselves just why our church is now changing toward unified
principles whether we like it or not according to, as they say, the Gospel. Will there ever be a time when
human beings will see the Gospel changing their churches underhandedly and without their knowledge
or consent? No! Such a time will never come. When Christ walked the earth, did the Jews notice their
books changing? Did they notice their worship services changing even beyond their knowledge and
consent? Why do they therefore always tell us that Christ radically changed the Jewish Church and that
they must do it to our church also?
As was said before, one major issue the Protestants had against their persecutors was the fact that in
the Gospel, Christ comes to the door of every heart and pleads for admittance. IT IS NEVER FORCEFUL!
On the contrary, this was NEVER the Vatican position. The Vatican claimed that ALL MUST come to
Christ, even by the sting of punishment under law. You will therefore find Jesuits always gravitating
toward internal entities or positions where they can have power or influence. Leadership in the
Adventist Church is therefore naturally noticeably more concentrated with Jesuits than the laity.
Although preaching principles which will guarantee that they will be the most harmless people around
(like telling us that all opinions must have free voice, and that they cannot therefore think themselves
uppity enough to rule between contradicting opinions within the church) you will soon find out why they
brought in these principles, because ultimately they are going to make demands upon you.
Therefore remember the clear signs of Jesuit activity. Take a good look at the points presented, and
then understand that Christians cannot do the things listed above, while Antichristians cannot do
WITHOUT performing such tactics. When warned against the tactics above, Jesuits will have no shame,
and neither will they stop for the mere sake of conscience and decency.
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PART II
We have now seen the indicators of Jesuit activity and how we can pinpoint them. The problem is, now
that we may know who they are and how to pinpoint them, how is it that they are supposed to be dealt
with. How can we deter or even stop their activities and even cleanse our church of them?
Many have thought that this was an impossibility, but actually it is not. There is a clear way to pinpoint
them in such a way that even many of the laity would understand who they are, and an awareness
would be the first step toward dealing with them. They all can be dealt with in a two part process under
The Anti-Jesuit Mandate. The two parts are called, "BINDING," and "RAMMING." These are daring
principles. To implement them will cause trouble and great uproar. Failing to implement them will also
ultimately cause trouble and great uproar. But failing to implement them will cause much greater uproar
later, you will be framed before the general public for crimes you did not commit, your lives will soon be
in great peril, and many, many more souls will be lost because of the failure!
The first step is binding, and this means exactly what the name implies. In order to contain them, they
must be bound, and I do mean bound under rules. Problem is that many would question how human
beings so unscrupulous can be bound by rules at all. Actually the major part of the purpose of the AntiJesuit Mandate is neither to convince nor convert these Jesuits, for that is an impossibility. The purpose
of this mandate is to greatly raise the awareness of the people to the perilous position they are now in
because of their presence. This can be done first by binding them under rules.
As you therefore think and think what I could mean by suggesting the seemingly impossible task of
binding them under any rules, you begin to wonder what rules I can be talking about. It would seem
indeed a difficult task to find what rules they can be bound with, but the task becomes much easier
when you truly understand how they are to be bound.
The best rules to bind these people under ARE THEIR OWN RULES THEY PUSHED UPON US! Here
therefore we will find a powerful means for allowing the people to understand what they are facing. We
don't have to be embarrassed by picking out who they are at all in this mandate. All we need to do IS TO
BIND EVERYBODY--EVERYBODY IN THE CHURCH UNDER THEIR OWN RULES as it relates to spreading
ideas and changing the church or dealing with its doctrine. Anything else they do with their lives is their
own business. When that is done, most Adventists will not at all be affected by the Anti-Jesuit Mandate.
Here therefore are some of the rules and principles which must be forced upon them.
A. If you tell people that they must focus on Christ only in "Christ Plus Nothing!" you had better not post
about anything else on this forum. Post about Christ's life, His works, His parables, His family and
friends, etc., but NOT about anything else!
B. If you tell people that they should respect all views that differ from theirs, or that no man's view is to
be considered truth when others may disagree, or that no man is to lord his opinions over on anybody
else, you had better make sure that you don't send posts telling us what is good or bad, right or wrong,
in or out, up or down, appropriate or stale.
If you tell this forum that no one should lord his opinions above that of others, and you are yet found
pushing ideas upon us or any person without placing those ideas in an air of open debate or uncertainty,
you will ultimately be unsubscribed. Let me add that it anyone says that he cannot judge or rule
between a heated topic if there is great diversity and contention between it, that person cannot dare
tell us what is true, from false, right from wrong. For literal years the Adventist Church has been
manipulated and guided by people who told us that they cannot be uppity enough to rule between
controversies lest they offend members. These are the ones who are now demanding and commanding
change among us.
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C. If you tell this forum that we should never indulge in a critical spirit and must never condemn or put
somebody down, you had better not be found using bad adjectives against anyone or writing anything
even suggestive of a derogatory nature against someone else's motives or character. If you do these
things listed, YOU DON'T BELONG HERE! YOU BELONG SOMEWHERE ELSE!
E. If you post here that people must have no concerns because Christ is in control and yet you post your
concerns, you will be dealt with. In other words, if your post insinuates another person's concerns
should not be considered because Christ is in control, then you yourself had better not post any
concerns indicating this principle does not include you.
If you tell people that they should merely be concerned about their own spiritual lives, and you yet are
concerned about changing the behavior or opinions of anyone else, or with the internal affairs of the
Adventist Church, you will ultimately be unsubscribed. If you tell people that they must celebrate or
even celebrate 24 hours a day and 7 days a week and rejoice and you are yet posting against their
interpretations and presenting research of any kind, you may be unsubscribed. It will be deemed that
you are not celebrating hard enough to be noticing and being concerned about what other people are
doing.
You therefore present these rules, with a few others being specially prepared, announced loudly and
widely across the entire denomination, and you let the entire church know and understand that now
everyone has to obey their own rules as it relates to the flow of ideas.
Since these dirty tactics are the very methods used to change and destroy the Church, the awareness of
the people of these tactics will make the Jesuits tremble. The very audible demand that these tactics
cease will--at this moment while there is still time--cease their activities almost entirely. You will soon
notice that the actions of only certain people within the denomination will change drastically. Those
people whose behavior patterns change markedly upon implementation of BINDING, ARE THE JESUITS!
There will be like a tremendous withdrawal syndrome upon the entire denomination. All efforts for
change will practically come to a halt (beyond them fighting this mandate, which they naturally will).
And the people will be able to both see and understand what has been going on all this time.
Now that we know who they are, the next step is called "RAMMING." Binding is no good without
Ramming. Retarding their activities and yet allowing them to remain will still guarantee the surprise fall
of this denominational establishment which is fast approaching according to prophecy.
In order to fulfill the requirements for Ramming, the denomination must, after noticing that their
efforts are halted due to the effect of the first principle of binding, literally move TV cameras before the
faces of those who have used these Jesuit tactics against this denomination. Even the mass media must
be invited to witness what is about to take place. This must be done so that the Baptists, the
Methodists, the Presbyterians, even the honest Catholics, must understand what has been going on all
this time and what has even happened to their churches and nations and governments.
With the TV cameras before their faces so that the whole world can see what has happened in the
Adventist Church, and what has definitely been happening to all of their churches, is the one, allinclusive and awesome question. They must be determinedly and solidly confronted with the earthshattering question:
W-H-Y !!
They will then be left to answer this question, but they will have absolutely no answer whatsoever. At
such a time their first thought will be to leave the establishment.
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Here, the object is not to hurt or kill them. We cannot afford to condescend to their principles. The
object is to raise the awareness of the people so that they can understand who they are, why they are
here, and what damage they have caused in all the other churches, in our government against basic
human liberties, in our educational system, and everywhere the eye can see. This will help the general
public to also understand the source of the fierce calamities that are about to hit the world, where the
circumstantial evidence will point against Adventism and the Adventist Church.
Veteran Adventist ministers share the highest responsibility for the implementation of these principles.
If they enact them, many more within Adventism will be saved through being aware of what has
happened and understanding the consequences of what is about to befall our people. Many of us will be
offended at the Lord, because situations will NOT work out the way we thought they would. We will
soon notice that we will not be levitated above all trouble that is about to come. We will soon see that
the Adventist denominational establishment IS going to fall. This can be stopped if the people listen and
understand who they are dealing with, and then implement the prophetic preparation for the Day of
Atonement so that we can be empowered against them.
This mandate was first mentioned on a discussion forum and the strange unscrupulous people that
were there attacking Adventism and ignoring many questions then became quite concerned. Soon, one
actually defending Adventism also became alarmed and did all he could to stop the introduction of
these principles and even the topic from the forum. Others who attacked Adventism asked us for the
biblical mandate that would qualify the "BINDING" and the "RAMMING" components within the AntiJesuit Mandate.
Our response was that the first qualification is the fact that Christians would always practice what they
preach. "Binding" mandates that no one in the Adventist Church can any longer push principles upon the
people that they are immune to themselves. You can therefore see that this has much biblical backing.
The second part of the mandate is justified in the fact that the church of God at times had to try people
among them who claimed to be part of them, but were actually infiltrated among them to destroy the
church.
Revelation 2 says:
2 I know thy works, and thy labour, and thy patience, and how thou canst not bear them which
are evil: and thou hast tried them which say they are apostles, and are not, and hast found them
liars:
3 And hast borne, and hast patience, and for my name's sake hast laboured, and hast not
fainted.
6 But this thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of the Nicolaitanes, which I also hate.
And then Revelation 3 tells us:
9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but
do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have
loved thee. 10 Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the
hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.
This shows us that issues dealing with the last days is involved when Christ talks about protecting His
people from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world. It is indeed talking about
temptation to sin. It is showing here that members from the synagogue of Satan would be all around us.
Upon all the world is referring to the Antichrist being revealed.
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It is an unpleasant task for the church when dealing with people among them who do not belong. To
ignore them however will involve the loss of countless souls. This task is primarily for those who are in
positions of responsibility. Let them think about this while upon their beds so that they can understand
the gravity of the situation. If they fail to do this, THIS SHIP IS SUNK!
END
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